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Abst1'llct-In this paper, a software paclmgc of finite clement
(FE) analysis for induction machines is presented. The bacl(MEMF
in windings is expressed by magnetic Yectol' potential, which is
used to couple with transient finite clement analysis. The
equations of drive circuit and rotor bars arc described by loop
circuit cquations. The (lrCMllrOccssing and postMpl'occssing of this
packagc arc developcd bascd on AutoCAD. The FE modcl and
somc machinc paramctcrs can be input by friendly gl'allhicaluscr
intcrfaces. Thc calculatcd magnetic ficld distribution and
transicnt rcsults can bc shown ill AutoCAD or grallhical
interfaces.
II. FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS
A twoRdimcnsional (20) finite-element method is used for
the induction machines, where the magnetic vector potential
has only the z-component.
A. Electromagnetic Field Equations
The Maxwell's equations are applied to the ail' gap and iron
core regions by the following diffusion equation [10]:
B. Branch Equation ofStranded Windings andSolid Conductors
where Ubllr is the voltage difTerence between the terminals of
solid conductor winding, and I is the model depth in the z axis.
The branch equations of the stranded windings and solid
conductors are coupled with field equations. The branch




where A is component of magnetic vector potential in the z axis,
I' is the reluctivity of materials.
The field equation in the stranded windings can be written as:
where if is the winding current, Sr is the total cross-sectional
area of the region occupied by this winding in the solution
domain, p is the symmetry multiplier which is defined as the
ratio of the original full cross-sectional area to the solution area,
dr is the polarity to represent forward path or return path, a is
the number of parallel branches, and Nr is the total conductor
number.
The magnetic field equation in the region of solid
conductors can be expressed as:
I. INTRODUCTION
A friendly and practical package for finite clement analysis
is desirable for designer to analyse the performances of
electrical machines in high precision and adaptability.
Induction machine, a popular kind of electrical machines, has
been widely applied in many industry fields, such as traffic
transport, wind power generations and household appliances,
and so on. This paper aims to present a developed FE analysis
package for induction machines, including three phase and
single phase induction machines.
The fieldMcircuit coupled simulation, which can deal with
voltage driving problems [I], is developed in this package.
Instead of iterating between circuit and magnetic field
solutions, the circuit equations of the armature windings were
coupled directly with the finite element cquations so that the
currents could be computed simultaneously. Furthcr
development allowed arbitrary connected circuits to be coupled
with magnetic fields. For establishing the circuit equations
some authors preferred using the nodal method [2M3] and
others preferred the loop method [3 M9]. Some literatures are
available for the handling of stranded windings [2], [5-7] and
solid conductors [10].
In this paper, some pre- and postMprocessing modules have
been developed based on AutoCAD environment because
AutoCAD provides several powerful second~development
tools and more motor designer use AutoCAD expertly. In this
developed package, the o~iect definition, boundary condition
definition, meshing control and the display of calculated
magnetic field distribution are all realized in AutoCAD. Other
graphical interfaces, e.g. exciting voltage, management of
material properties, parameters of motor winding, parameters
of rotor solid bars, are all coded with Visual Basic.
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